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ABSTRACT: The development of high-performance thermal systems has increased interest in heat transfer enhancement techniques.
The application of additives to heat transfer liquids is one of the noticeable effort to enhance heat transfer. In this paper two-dimensional
unsteady incompressible nanofluid flow in a confined jet at the laminar flow regime is numerically investigated. The Mixture model is
considered to simulate the nanofluid jet flow inside the channel. The governing mass, momentum equations for mixture and dispersed
phase and energy equation for mixture are solved using the finite volume method. The result showed the relative velocity is very small
and negligible and the nanoparticles concentration distribution is uniform. Results have been reported at different Reynolds numbers for
steady asymmetric jet development at various values of the duct-to-jet width ratio (aspect ratio) and different volume fractions of
nanoparticles. The present computations are in a very good agreement with experimental and numerical results in open literature.
KEYWORDS: Aspect ratio; Mixture model; Nanofluids; Nusselt number; Recirculation region

INTRODUCTION

Also, nanofluid can improve abrasion-related properties
as compared to the conventional solid/fluid mixtures. To
explain the reasons for the anomalous increaseof the
thermal conductivity in nanofluid, Keblinskiet al. [2]
proposedfour possible mechanisms, e.g., Brownian motion
ofthe nanoparticles, molecular-level layering of the liquid at
the liquid/particle interface, the nature ofheat transport in
the nanoparticles, and the effects ofnanoparticles clustering.
In this paper contemporaneous effect of adding copper
nanoparticles and jet flow on improvement of heat transfer
properties in a duct is investigated. Also the effect of aspect
ratios (duct width / jet width) on flow features and heat
transfer properties is investigated.Jet flows are encountered
in a wide variety of applications, such as gas turbine
combustors, industrial burners, ejector systems, rocket
nozzles, etc. Jet impingement has been explored as a
cooling option in microelectronics. Recently, interest has
been expressed by the automotive industry in exploring jet
impingement for cooling power electronics components.
Some researchers such as Li et al. [3] presented some
applications of confined single submerged jets. The
variation of critical Reynolds number for bifurcation with
aspect ratio has been investigated in details by Battaglia et
al. [4]. They have also validated their numerical predictions
by comparing with the experimental data of Durst et al. [5].
Some researchers applied homogenous and two phase
nanofluid flow in different applications.Rahimi-Esbo et al.
[6] numerically studied force convection of turbulent
nanofluid flow in a headbox. Their results showed that by
increasing the Reynolds number, aspect ratio and volume
fraction the average Nusselt number will increase.

Convective heat transfer can be enhanced passively by
changing flow geometry, boundary conditions, or by
enhancing thermal conductivity of the fluid. Various
techniques have been proposed to enhance the heat transfer
properties of fluids. Researchers have also tried to increase
the thermal conductivity of base fluids by suspending
micro- or larger-sized solid particles in fluids, since the
thermal conductivity of solid is typically higher than that of
liquids. However, due to the large size and high density of
the particles, there is no good way to prevent the solid
particles from settling out of suspension. The lack of
stability of such suspensions induces additional flow
resistance and possible erosion.Modern nanotechnology
provides new opportunities to process and produce
materials with average crystallite sizes below 50 nm. Fluids
with suspended nanoparticles are called nanofluid, a term
proposed in 1995 by Choi [1] of the Argonne National
Laboratory, U S A. Nanofluids can be considered to be the
next generation heat transfer fluids because they offer
exciting new possibilities to enhance heat transfer
performance compared to pure liquids. They are expected
to have superior properties compared to conventional heat
transfer fluids, as well as fluids containing micro-sized
metallic particles.The much larger relative surface area of
nanoparticles, compared to those of conventional particles,
should not only significantly improve heat transfer
capabilities, but also should increase the stability of the
suspensions.
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Nomenclature
AR
c
CD
CP
d
dp
h
i,j
Nu
P
Pr
Q
Re
T

TB
V

aspect ratio (= h/d)
mass fraction
drag coefficient
specific heat (kJ/kg K)
jet length (m)
average diameter of nanoparticles (m)
height of channel (m)
indices
thermal conductivity (W/m K)
Nusselt number
pressure (Pa)
Prandtl number of nanofluid
heat flux (W/m2)
Reynolds number
temperature (K)

ΦP
ΦPm
μ
μ*
ρ
avg
c
f
in
m
nf
p

bulk temperature of nanofluid (K)
velocity (m/s)
Greek Symbols
nanoparticle volume fraction (%)
nanoparticle volume fraction for maximum packing
density
corrective viscosity coefficient
density (kg/m3)
Subscripts
average
continuous phase
base fluid
Inlet
mixture
nanofluid
particle

exceeding the thermal conductivity enhancement. AlAswadi et al. [11] investigated laminar forced convection
flow of different nanofluids over a 2D horizontal backward
facing step placed in a duct. They reported that the
reattachment point moves downstream far from the step as
Reynolds number increases, and nanofluid containing SiO2
nanoparticles has the highest velocity among the other
nanofluid types, while nanofluid of Au nanoparticles has
the lowest velocity. Santra et al. [12] simulated copper–
water nanofluid flow in an isothermally two-dimensional
rectangular duct. They investigated the effect of Newtonian
as well as non-Newtonian fluid for a wide range of
Reynolds number and nanoparticles volume fraction. They
reported heat transfer increases for increase in solid volume
fraction for any Reynolds number. This increment was
more or less same for both the Newtonian and nonNewtonian nanofluid, particularly for lower Reynolds
number. Kalteh et al [13] numerically investigated laminar
forced convection heat transfer of a copper–water nanofluid
inside an isothermally heated microchannel. They used an
Eulerian two-fluid model for simulating the nanofluid flow.
They reported the two-phase modeling results show higher
heat transfer enhancement in comparison to the
homogeneous single-phase model. Alinia et al [14]
numerically studied mixed convection of a nanofluid flow
consisting of SiO2 nanoparticles in an inclined enclosure
cavity. They used two-phase mixture model to investigate
the thermal behaviors of the nanofluid. Their results
revealed that addition of nanoparticles enhances heat
transfer in the cavity remarkably and causes significant
changes in the flow pattern.
Although many researches are recorded in the field of
nanofluid but in this paper for the first time two phase
laminar nanofluid jet flow in a channel is numerically
investigated. The aim of this study is to obtain an
understanding of the velocity and temperature distribution,
Nusselt number along both top and bottom walls
downstream from the jet. Moreover, the performance of the

In their research the nanoparticles and the base fluid (i.e.
water) wereassumed to be in thermal equilibrium and no
slip condition occurs between them. Also Rahimi-Esbo et
al. [7] studied force convection of turbulent jet flow in a
converging sinusoidal channel and reported the same
results. Heris et al. [8] investigated laminar flow forced
convection heat transfer of Al2O3/water inside a circular
tube with constant wall temperature experimentally. The
Nusselt numbers of nanofluids were obtained for different
nanoparticle concentrations as well as various Peclet and
Reynolds numbers. Experimental results emphasize the
enhancement of heat transfer due to the nanoparticles
presence in the fluid. Heat transfer coefficient increases by
increasing the concentration of nanoparticles in nanofluid.
The increase in heat transfer coefficient due to presence of
nanoparticles is much higher than the prediction of single
phase heat transfer correlation used with nanofluid
properties. Behzadmer et al. [9] studied numerically
turbulent forced convection heat transfer in a circular tube
with a nanofluid consisting of water and 1 vol. % Cu. Two
phase mixture model has been implemented for the first
time to study such a flow field. A single phase model
formulation, which has been used frequently in the past for
heat transfer with nanofluids, is also used for comparison
with the mixture model. Their comparison of calculated
results with experimental values shows that the mixture
model is more precise than the single phase model. The
axial evolution of the flow field and fully developed
velocity profiles at different Reynolds numbers are also
presented and discussed. Hwang et al. [10] measured the
pressure drop and convective heat transfer coefficient of
water-based Al2O3 flowing through a uniformly heated
circular tube in the fully developed laminar flow regime.
Experimental results show that the convective heat transfer
coefficient enhancement exceeds, by a large margin, the
thermal conductivity enhancement. They propose that
flattening of velocity profile is a possible mechanism for
the convective heat transfer coefficient enhancement
40
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jjet flow at varrious Reynolds number is in
nvestigated. Also
tthe effect of
o nanoparticcles on therrmal and flo
ow
ccharacteristics and the effeect of aspect ratios on flo
ow
ffeatures and heeat transfer pro
operties are inv
vestigated. In this
rresearch coppeer nanoparticlee which its therrmal conductiv
vity
iis approximateely six hundreed times bigg
ger than waterr is
uused.
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Where V2j is drift veloocity and definned as followinng:
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The energy equatioon for the 2D flow problem are given
by Ishiii et al. [16] andd following as:

Continuity equ
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Fig. 1. Geometry
G
and boun
ndary condition of the problem
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The unstead
dy two phase 2D laminar in
ncompressible jet
fflow is considered. The mixtture model is based
b
on a sing
gle
ffluid two phasse approach. Each
E
phase has its own veloccity
aand own volu
ume fraction. For
F simplicity,, the jet is tak
ken
iisothermal. Th
he velocity pro
ofile at the jet inlet is taken as
pparabolic onee. The geomeetry considered
d and the flo
ow
cconfigurations used are show
wn in Figure 1. Constant heat
fflux condition
n is taken for the
t top and bo
ottom walls. The
T
slip velocity between
b
nanopaarticles and flo
ow is considered.
T
The other boun
ndary condition
ns are mention
ned in Figure 1.
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The noondimentional flow and heatt transfer param
meters are
definedd as:

Re  2 f U in d / f
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Nu  2 h K m T / y / (k f (Tw  T B ))

the com
mputational ddomain. The S
SIMPLE algorrithm was
used too link the prressure and vvelocity fields. For the
stabilityy of the soolution, the ddiffusion term
m in the
momenntum equationss is approximaated by the seccond order
central difference. M
Moreover, a defferred correctioon scheme
is adoppted for the coonvective term
ms. For disceriitizing the
unsteaddy term impliccit Euler methhod and tree tiimes level
schemee with time stepp of 0.1 is appllied. An in-houuse code is
appliedd using SIMPL
LE algorithm ffor forced convvection jet
flow inn a channel. Ass depicted in Fiigure 2 the gridd is highly
concenttrated close to the jet in ordeer to ensure thee accuracy
of the nnumerical sim
mulations and ffor saving bothh the grid
size andd the computattional time.

(11)

The Nusseltt number is compared with the
t predictions of
tthe well know
wn Shah equation for laminarr flows under the
t
cconstant heat flux
f
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ffrom the follow
wing equation:
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Fig. 2. Employyed mesh geometrry in the modelingg
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The connvergence critterion requiredd that the maxiimum sum
of the eerror for each of the conservved variables bbe smaller
than 1×
×10-5. Grid dennsities of 10×2000, 20×400, 400×800 and
80×16000 were selecteed to perform a grid indepenndency test
and theey show less th
than 1% differrence in Nusseelt number
comparred to the chossen grid (40×800).This claim
m is shown
in Figur
ure 3.

E
Effective Visscosity
In mixture model appliication the most
m
often ussed
ccorrelation forr the apparent viscosity off mixture is th
hat
aaccording to Ishii and Zuberr [16]. The geeneral expressiion
ffor the mixturee viscosity is given by
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Fig. 3. Nusselt numberr on up wall at Re=
=100, AR=16 andd Φ=0.02

COD
DE

The rresults are com
mpared with thee simulation off Battaglia
et al. [44] and experim
mental data of D
Durst et al. [5]. As it can
be seenn from Figure 4 there is a toleerable accuracyy.

A finite vo
olume techniq
que on a collo
ocated grid was
w
iimplemented for
f discretizing
g the governing
g equations insiide
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Fig. 4. Sttreamwise velocity
y profile at differennt axial position off the
asymmetric jet at Re = 80 and AR
R=3,Ф =0

For the casse of existencee nanoparticles in a backwaard
ffacing, the geo
ometry and its boundary con
nditions are bassed
oon a study do
one by Al-Asw
wadi et al [11] for validatiion

purposees. The presennt results show
w a very good aagreement
with theeir results as shhown in Figuree 5.

a)
a

b)

c)
c

d)

Fig. 5.Velocity distributtions of SiO2 nanofluid for a backwaard facing at Re=1 75 at different X //h; (a) 1.04, (b) 1.992, (c) 2.6, (d) 32.88

The recircu
ulation region is clearly app
peared in Figu
ure
5(a-b), where the
t recirculatio
on region size decreases
d
as th
he

wnstream from
m the step. Ass the flow
flow trransfer far dow
reachess the reattachm
ment point the flow initiate tto become
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ffully developed and it becom
me more pronou
unced as the flo
ow
ttransfer fartherr along the walll downstream from the
rreattachment point
p
as shown in Figures 5(c-d).
The two phaase Mixture model
m
results arre compared with
w
eexperimental results
r
of Wen
n and Ding. [17],
[
equation of
Shah, numericcal results of Lotfi et al. [18] and single phaase
m
model (Chon et al. [19] for thermal conductivity
c
and
a
M
Masoumi et all. [20] for visccosity of nanofluids) under the
t
cconstant heat flux boundary
y condition in
n a tube.As itt is
oobvious from the Figure 6 the
t Mixture model
m
predicts the
t
eexperimental results
r
more acccurately than the single-phaase
m
models and Sh
hah equation.

Two phase mixturre model resullts in a straighht channel
are com
mpared with those of singgle phase moodel. Two
differennt models forr thermal conductivity [199,24] and
viscositty [20,25] are aapplied.
As itt can be seen ffrom Figure 8 the two-phase modeling
results show higheer heat trannsfer enhanceement in
comparrison to homoggeneous singlee-phase model.. It should
be notted that moddels which cconsider the effect of
temperaature, Browniaan motion, diameter of nannoparticles
and etcc showed a higgher Nusselt thhan those of w
which only
take voolume fractionn of nanoparticcles for considderation in
their eqquation.

Fig. 6.
6 Fully developed
d Nusselt number in
i a tube

Fig. 7. Comparison of the lateral variatioon of local Nusseltt number
from differentt

It should be noted thaat Hwang [10] showed th
hat
cconvective heaat transfer coeffficient of nano
ofluids in lamin
nar
fflow cannot be
b predicted by Shah equatiion. Furthermo
ore
F
For the validattion of code at jet flow in a channel,
c
in Figu
ure
7 results are compared to experimental data of Lee at
aal. [21] for Ree = 120, H/B = 6, and B = 1.0 mm, and the
t
nnumerical pred
diction results from Chiriac and Ortega [2
22]
ffor Re = 125 and
a H/B = 5, as
a well as num
merical predictiion
rresults from Lee et al. [23] for
f Re = 125 an
nd H/B = 5. H is
tthe height of channel and B is
i the widths off jet.

R
RESULTS AND
A
DISCUS
SSION
Simulations are perform
med for diffferent Reynolds
nnumbers of 25
5, 100, 200, 400,
4
600 and 800 and vario
ous
vvolume fractio
on of nanofluid
d 2%, 4%, 6%, 8% and 10% are
a
ccompared to th
heir pure base fluid (water). Furthermore the
t
simulations aree carried out fo
or different asp
pect ratios of 2,, 4,
8, 16 and 32.
e
from the fully developed parabo
olic
The flow expands
pprofile from the jet and separates to form a primaary
rrecirculation reegion at upper and lower plaate. It can be seeen
ffrom the streaamline contou
urs that at a higher Reynolds
nnumber a third
t
recircullation zone has develop
ped
ddownstream. The jet sepaarates from the
t
lower waall,
iimpinges on th
he upper wall, and
a then reattaaches to the low
wer
w
wall. After that,
t
the vellocity profile reattaches and
a
rredevelops ap
pproaching a fully
f
developeed flow as flu
uid
fflows towards the channel ex
xit.

Fig. 8. Averaged N
Nusselt number att AR=1 and Re=1000

Figurre 9 shows thhe particle volume concentrration and
flow R
Reynolds num
mber effect onn the average Nusselt
numberr. It can be seeen that the aaverage Nusseelt number
increasees with an inncrease in thee nanoparticlees volume
concenttration as welll as an increasse in the flow Reynolds
numberr. This behavvior is expected since thhe higher
nanopaarticles concentration increases the thermal
conduc tivity of the nnanofluid and hhigher Reynoldds number
raises tthe length of tthe recirculation zones thuss cause an
increasee in the heat transfer rate. Also, the Figuure shows
that thhe average Nuusselt numberr is more seensitive to
volumee fraction than to Reynolds nuumber.
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At highh Reynolds num
mber and aspecct ratio asymm
metric flow
was obbserved at jet fflow in a channnel in a steadyy solution.
So an uunsteady soluttion was seem
med to be neceessary. For
the casse of AR=16, Re=100 unsteeady solution is applied
and thee streamline annd temperaturee contour simuultaneously
is depiccted in Figuree 11 It is obsserved that aftter t=7800
secondss the streamlinne remain fixedd.

a)t=3s
Fig. 9. Average Nusselt number on up walll at AR=4

In Figure 10 the effect of
o volume fracction on Nussselt
nnumber is presented. The effect of vollume fraction of
nnanoparticles on
o the temperature gradient term and on the
t
tthermal cond
ductivity ratio term is mo
ore pronounced.
N
Nusselt number strongly in
ncreases for in
ncreasing particle
cconcentration but temperatu
ure difference decrease on the
t
w
wall is negligiible. Before th
he point of reatttachment, as the
t
vvolume fractio
on percentage of nanoparticles increases the
t
ttemperature grradient increasees at the top waall.

b)t= 180 s

c)t= 450 s

d)t=30000 s

e)t=45000 s

Fig. 10. Nusselt
N
number on
n up wall at AR=4 and Re= 100

This is relatted to the add
dition inertia fo
orces as depictted
bby equation 5.
The equatio
ons show that any
a increase in
n volume fractiion
iincreases inerttia forces becaause ρm will be
b increased and
a
aaccordingly increases the tem
mperature grad
dient. Besides, the
t
nnanoparticles increase the th
hermal conducctivity ratio teerm
aas it can be seen in equaation 13. Theerefore, both the
t
ttemperature gradient term and
a thermal conductivity raatio
tterm enhancee by increasiing the volu
ume fraction of
nnanoparticles.
y, it can be seeen that with in
ncreasing volum
me
Accordingly
ffraction the Nusselt number will be increaased, because the
t
hheat transfer properties
p
are im
mproved. Two
o sudden growths
aare seen arrang
gement at the position of vo
ortex zone. Dow
wn
w
wall Nusselt nu
umber includes pre mention procedure.
p

f)t>=780 0 s
g) legond

Fig. 111. Streamlines andd temperature conttours at Re=100 annd AR=16

Accoording to Figurre 11 asymmettric flow occurrs for both
steady and unsteadyy cases. It shoould be notedd that the
asymm
metry in the floow pattern coorresponds to a bimodal
steady configurationn with the jeet turning uppwards or
downw
wards in a random manner, duuring any com
mputational
run. Saarma et al. [226] presented this behavior in their
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more contact to walls, this unusual increasing will be
occurred.
As it can be seen the increasing is started with creation of
vortexes and ended with stopping recirculation zones. So,
the intensification of turbulence, suppression of the
boundary layer, dispersion of the suspended particles,
besides the augmentation of thermal conductivity and the
heat capacity of the fluid were suggested to be the main
reasons for heat transfer enhancement.

papers. According to the above proof the steady solution
can be generalized to the unsteady problem. From now on
results are reported on the steady state condition.
In Error! Reference source not found.Figure 12
the steady state streamline and temperature contour patterns
at different aspect ratios is depicted.

a)AR=2

b)AR=4

Fig. 13.Nusselt number and stream lines on up wall atRe=100,AR=16

c)AR=8

In Figure 14 the steady state streamline patterns at
different Reynolds numbers are depicted.
In this Figure the effect of Reynolds number on flow
structure at AR=4 is shown. It is observed that for a low
Reynolds number such as Re=25, the jet development is
almost symmetric and counter-rotating velocities are seen
immediately after the sudden expansion. The jet decay is
rapid and the transition from jet-to-duct flow occurs in a
short distance. At a higher Reynolds number of Re=100, it
is observed that the steady state jet flow development is
asymmetric.
Also, the transition from jet-to-duct flow occurs over a
longer distance. For a still higher Reynolds number of 600,
it is seen that asymmetric flow exhibits a wavy pattern with
a larger wavelength and the flow development inside the
duct occurs over a larger axial distance. It should be noted
that the asymmetry in the flow pattern corresponds to a
bimodal steady configuration with the jet turning upwards
or downwards in a random manner, during any
computational run.
In Figure 15 the x-direction velocity profile for different
aspect ratios at x=0.06m is depicted.
It is found that the velocity decreases as aspect ratios
increase, because the length of recirculation region
increases and the flow reattaches in a farther distance from
the jet.
Furthermore, the peaks become sharper as aspect ratio
increases due to the free hydrodynamic flow far from the
walls friction and the friction between the opposite fluids
flow directions. The recirculation region is clearly appeared
in AR=4, 8, 8 and 32.

d)AR=16

e)AR=32
f) legond
Fig. 12. Streamline and Temperature contours for different aspect ratio
at Re=100, Φ=0%

It is observed that for a low aspect ratio such as AR=2,
the jet develops almost symmetrically and back-flow are
seen immediately after the sudden expansion. The jet decay
is rapid and the transition from jet-to-duct flow occurs in a
short distance.
At a higher aspect ratio of AR=32, it is observed that the
steady state jet flow development is asymmetric and the
transition from jet-to-duct flow occurs over a longer
distance as well.
For describing unusual increasing of Nusselt number at
high aspect ratios the streamlines contour and Nusselt
number distributions are depicted in Figure 13. This
unusual increasing is related to recirculation regions .When
the separation occurred, because of chaotic of flow and
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higher heat transfer enhancement in comparison to the
homogeneous single-phase model. The results show that by
increasing the Reynolds number, aspect ratio and volume
fraction the average Nusselt number will increase. By
increasing aspect ratio from 2 to 32, as a result of the
simultaneous increase in the developing length, penetration
of the jet flow in to the duct, and length of the recirculation
zones, more than 26 percent enhancement in averaged
Nusselt number on the up wall is detected. These effects
have 42 percent enhancement in averaged Nusselt number
on down wall by increasing Reynolds number from 100 to
800.
It should be noted the intensification of turbulence,
suppression of the boundary layer, dispersion of the
suspended particles, besides the augmentation of thermal
conductivity and the heat capacity of the fluid were
suggested to be the possible reasons for heat transfer
enhancement.

In Figure 16 the x-direction velocity profile at centerline
of the duct for different aspect ratios is depicted. It is found
that the velocity wave decreases as aspect ratios increases,
the length of recirculation region increases and the flow
reattaches in a farther distance from the jet. The penetration
of jet in the channel enhances and jet decay is slow.

a)Re=25

b)Re=100

c)Re=200

Fig. 15. Velocity distributions for different aspect ratios at X = 6e-02
(m), Φ=0% and Re=100

d)Re=400

0.012
AR = 4
AR = 8
AR = 16
AR = 32

0.01

0.008

u (m / s)

e)Re=600

0.006

0.004

0.002

0

f)Re=800
Fig. 14. Streamline contours for different Reynolds number at AR=4 and
Φ=0%

-0.002

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

x (m)

Fig. 16. Midpoint velocity at different aspect ratio at Re=100 and
Φ=0%

CONCLUSION
For the first time two phase forced convection of
nanofluid jet flow in a duct has been numerically studied.
The Mixture model is applied for simulating. It has been
observed that the relative velocity is very small and
negligible and the nanoparticles concentration distribution
is uniform. However, the two-phase modeling results show
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